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What is this seminar for

• This is a seminar series that regular participants 
launched at CEU in November 2009

• The purpose is to improve our proficiency in using 
statistical (and possibly other) software as well as in 
explaining what we have actually done with them 

• For further information on this seminar series visit 
http://www.personal.ceu.hu/staff/voting_behavior/Flip-flop/
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Today’s topics

• Choice of stats software

• Information sources on how to do things with a particular 
stats software

• Some useful SPSS commands for 
– manipulating your data file

– macros; and 

– writing loops
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Choice of stats software

• Most people use what other people around them are using

• So will we by focusing first on R, SPSS, and STATA

• By and large, R beats STATA and STATA beats SPSS in speed, 
documentation and how many things you can do with it; and when it 
comes to graphs, open-source features and price, nothing beats R 
(see http://www.r-project.org/)

• Yet in some really basic respects (e.g. weighting your data, or 
working with large data files on your PC) SPSS is by far better than 
STATA and STATA is better than R. However, you may just as well 
substitute SPSS with the free alternative PSPP 
(http://www.gnu.org/software/pspp/pspp.html)
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But don’t just follow the herd

• It is good to know that even among general-purpose 
stats software there are many-many alternatives to the 
above (e.g., BMDP, Gauss, MatLab, SAS, Statistica)

• See also http://www.jstatsoft.org/ (note the searchable 
archive!)

• Search for e.g. “free statistical software” or “open-source 
statistics” and be amazed how far you can get for free

• The future anyway belongs to “cloud-computing” so don’t 
imagine that you will stick with one software for ever
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Intro-level sources on R/SPSS/STATA

• R has free intros under “Manuals” at http://www.r-
project.org/

• Comperehensive STATA and SPSS intros are best 
found in hard copy libraries

• Plenty of shorter on-line intros are available too; see, 
e.g., http://www.ats.ucla.edu/stat/

• Check also the “Readings” folder in our members-only 
section
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Advanced advice

• Books
– I am not really aware of such books on SPSS

– Intermediate-level Stata Press series (see www.stata.com)

– Plenty on R (e.g. the “Use R” series of Springer) 

• Internet
– Search for keywords (e.g. “correlated random numbers SPSS”)

– Listservers:
• http://support.spss.com/listserves.htm

• http://www.stata.com/statalist/

• http://www.r-project.org/mail.html

– Online help instantly available from the Help menu of all three software
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Some useful SPSS commands for 
manipulating your data

Check yourself the help (especially syntax chart) under the 
Help / Topics / Index menu; or look up the SPSS 
manuals (available as PDF somewhere in your SPSS 
folder, e.g. c:\Program Files\SPSSInc\Statistics17\syntaxreference.pdf

in SPSS 17):

• Creating/recoding variables:
– COMPUTE, RECODE, COUNT, IF, AGGREGATE

• Other manipulations of the data file:
– AGGREGATE, SPLIT, SAMPLE, MATCH FILES, ADD FILES
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Macros and loops in SPSS

• Plenty of options but most SPSS-user social scientists are 
completely unaware of the programming capabilities of SPSS, so 
peer advice is usually of little help in this

• But some useful tips are available on the net (e.g. from marketing 
researchers, psychologists)

• Most relevant SPSS commands start with an exclamation mark so 
you can conveniently find them on the top of list in the Help / Topics 
/ Index menu

• For some startup tips on this see my “Loops in SPSS.sps” script 
available in the members-only Readings section of our website
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Next meeting

• Thursday, 19 November 2009, 5:20 pm, room FT 809

• Topic: loops and macros in STATA


